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Product Description:

Disney’s Donald Duck: Quack Attack challenges players to master Donald’s quacky
emotions and explosive temper in an action-packed world. A world where you’ll
feel like you’re actually in a cartoon! Appearing for the first time in 3D, Donald
Duck is on a quest to save the kidnapped Daisy from the clutches of the evil
magician, Merlock. If that wasn’t bad enough, he has to get to her before his
determined cousin Gladstone! This hyperactive, humourous adventure features
four worlds with a total of twenty-four levels and will keep even the most
experienced players entertained.

Key Features:

Four buzzing animated worlds: Action-packed excitement featuring twenty-four
levels of gameplay set in four exciting worlds including Duckburg, Magica’s
Haunted Manor, the Rocky Forest and even Merlock’s Ancient Temple.
Throughout Disney’s Donald Duck: Quack Attack, players face multiple challenges
including:
• Manipulating Donald Duck’s mood to complete each adventure-ridden level
successfully
• Completing the Nephew’s Special Moves Challenges to gain access to extra
action-packed bonus worlds
• Finding all of the golden threads in hidden areas to dress Donald in cool outfits
• Competing fiercely to beat Gladstone’s time

Beloved Disney Characters: Disney’s Donald Duck: Quack Attack features
favourite Disney characters including Donald Duck, Daisy, the Nephews, Gyro
Gearloose and more

Hilarious Gameplay: Gameplay to fit Donald’s explosive personality, players



must master Donald’s temper as he powers through each level experiencing a wide
range of emotions from determination and frustration, to agitation and exhaustion

Heart-pounding action: Non-stop gameplay that will leave players gasping for
breath. Donald constantly finds himself in situations that call for immediate
action. Players will need to run, jump and attack faster and faster as they progress
through each level
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